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 June  & July has seen a more relaxed feel to the world and we have 

even been able to get out together . We had our first Pub night          

followed by a second all well attended by over 25 members at the Cross 

Keys, we are looking for a venue a little more south so if you know of a 

pub then please let me know. 

Club night at the Legion was an amazing night we had Soul Food on had 

to provide catering and it went down very well so this will be looking at 

some sort of catering for August as well. 

Ride outs of up to 30 returned and the members took up the challenge, 

we also managed a weekend away thanks to Doug (see Report inside )  

The Ride of Independence was well supported even though it was a 

long day and Steve Gallagher took a long trip to the South Downs so as 

you can see there is plenty for you to get involved with.  

Over the next few weeks we have events at the dealership so please 

support them if you are able to, on Saturday 31st July there is a         

Barbecue  and      gathering this is a chance to meet some of the new 

members that have yet to get involved with chapter life. I am aware 

that we have a number of members who have not managed to join in 

anything that we have offered so far and I am keen to understand why 

that is. Is it that we are not offering what you like to do ? Or is it that 

you would like to get involved but don’t know anyone and find that 

difficult or is it pressure of work and life that gets in the way and stops 

you getting out. What ever the reason please understand that you only 

ever get out of the chapter what you put in, so expect a call form me 

over the next few weeks to see if there is anything more we can do to 

help you join in. 

Over the last few months the Road Captains have been very busy and 

we have also had some new joiners so a big thanks to Steve Gallagher, 

Streetglide Steve, Wayne Casey, Tony jones and Terry Parker for     

stepping up  there has also been a change as Graham Cross takes on 

the roll of Assistant Head Road Captain after Peter Gould stepped 

down, I would like to thank Pete who has been a part of the committee 

in a number of rolls for many years and his special wit will be greatly 

missed.             Ride Safe  Martyn  
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Bournemouth Weekender ……. 

“Early 2021, a planned weekend appears for the chapter on or Facebook page for June 18th 2021. We are all thinking, 
Yeh!!, Summer bring it on. So, the names start appearing and soon were up to 30 people going with 22 bikes booked 
in. 

Picture It. A week before, we are all looking at the long range forecast, It don’t look good !!. Hey ho. We’ll be 
ok, its only a bit of rain. !!   Come the day (Friday 9.30) at BP Hemel its chucking it down. We’re 111 Rivers, 
and we just don’t care !!!!!. 

We are all togged up and off we go.!! 

Quick briefing by Doug and head off to our first stop, Winchester Services, on the M3. 

The rain is constant and heavy which to be fair, did slow us down a bit .We all arrive safe n sound and glad for a stop 
to maybe dry out and empty our boots before a coffee and sandwich. 

Sadly, due to the weather some of us chose to ride straight to the hotel rather than ride to the Sammy Miller 
Museum. Doug had booked us in for a bite to eat, but when those that did ride, arrived were told, Sorry but 
you are too late, despite them calling Doug to check our arrival time. Great.!!!!!!!. 

Those of us that went straight to the hotel arrived just before 3pm, so having parked up, booked in our 
rooms. 

Personally soon as we opened our door, the kettle went straight on, the sodden clothes came straight off, and 
then a nice warm shower. !!!!!!. 

The hotel was great and we all gradually made our way to the bar (as you do) and chatted n chilled. Dinner was at 
7.30 and I think we were all ready for it. The food was first class and the staff very pleasant. Back to the bar for a few 
more bevy’s and then bedtime. Despite the rain a great day. 

Saturdays breaky was as expected really good. Belly’s full we all got ready for the days ride. Doug leading us to 
Lymington for a walk round the lovely town and then off to the HD dealership At Southampton. 

A real good dealership, if you haven’t been and you’re in the area make sure you call in. 

Most of us bought a dealer T and checked out the goodies. 

We spent a good couple of hours there and then rode back to the hotel. Chill time in the 
bar or pool before dinner. Again, a great meal had by all. Back to the bar for some 
laughs, before bedtime.. 

Although mainly overcast today, we didn’t get any rain and it wasn’t cold, so that’s a result.!!! 

Sunday mornings breaky was spot on again. 

We all packed our bikes and left about 11.00 am.  Doug, to his credit had planned a pub lunch for us but unfortunately 
the weather was not on our side 

So, we decided to take the direct route and ride home. We did however stop at Burley, a lovely village in the heart of 

the fabulous New Forest. 

Whilst enroute we had the pleasure to see some beautiful new forest pony’s jumping around like spring lambs. We all 

sampled a cracking ice cream with loads of choice toppings. From there we rode to Fleet Services for a stretch and  

cuppa before our Farwell's  

All in all a FANTASTIC WEEKEND, FANTASTIC COMPANY AND A BIG SHOUT OUT TO DOUG AND SUE FOR ORGANISING 
THIS FAB EVENT  

STEVE STREETGLIDE. 
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Everyone is welcome to join in the fun from 10.30 on Saturday 

31st July at Watford Harley-Davidson All proceeds from the 

Barbeque will go to the Chapter Charity Fund  

Welcome to a couple of  

new chapter members 

………………... 
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Safety Group Riding Notes, 2021 Every Rider Should Read This Before Joining any 
Chapter Ride   

 
For people who have never or rarely ridden in a large group of motorcycles it can at first seem a 
little daunting. It is however one of the most satisfying aspects of belonging to a chapter; to be 
part of a line of Harleys riding through the countryside is a great feeling. The almost universal 
smiles  & waves from people along the way, you just don’t  get with any other bike.  
  

Here is a detailed outline of the do’s & don’ts. 
  
All Chapter rides will be led by a Road Captain. Participating on a group ride is not the same as   
going for a ride with your normal riding buddies. The people you normally ride with are almost  
always compatible. After all, that is one of the main reasons you ride together. The objective of a 
group ride is for everyone to have fun; however, the safety of the group is paramount, and riders 
must be prepared to ride at the pace of the group. 
  

PARTICIPATING IN THE RIDE  
 All riders are responsible for their own safety at all times and will be required to ride in a 

safe manner or they may be asked to leave the ride. 
 Dress or pack according to the weather you may find on the ride or on the way home. Being           

uncomfortable from the weather will make you a less safe rider. 
 All riders are expected to ensure that their bike is in a safe operating condition. And road  

legal. 
 Turn up for the ride with a full tank of fuel, and generally ready to go.  
 Should you encounter problems while on a ride the Back Rider (Tail End Charlie) will help if 

he or she can (they don’t carry spare fuel and are not fully trained mechanics). 
 All riders are responsible for listening to the Ride Briefing before setting off, you should     

arrive at the departure point in time to hear everything discussed at the pre ride meeting 
and to familiarize   themselves with any instructions that may be provided. This contributes 
to a safer ride and adds to the enjoyment. 

 The normal riding formation will be the ‘staggered’, as it is sometimes known. This formation         
provides the best safety margin of reaction time and space as each rider only uses 1/3 
(either left or right side depending on the stagger position) of the lane. Heavy, very slow 
traffic may require that you ride in a side-by-side column of 2’s for a very short distance. A 
staggered formation complete with a safe interval should be immediately adopted as soon 
as conditions allow. 

 Everyone should always obey speed and traffic laws. Additionally, remember that we ride 
with the chapter name on our back so you are representing the chapter and try to be a   
courteous rider and give other road users every consideration. 

 Riders should avoid speeding up suddenly should a gap develop between them and the bike 
in front. Rather, they should accelerate slowly until they catch the bike up and are back in 
position. This will help prevent the riders at the back from overreacting and possibly running 
into the group.    
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 Riders should signal a Road Captain if they have to pull over for an emergency. Remember; 
that it is normally the Back Riders who will stop and offer assistance and that no more than 
1 other rider should stop, as it is generally not safe for a larger group to park along the side 
of the road. The LRC will signal the group when it is safe to pull off the road, should it be 
necessary. 

 Riders should not overtake the LRC unless instructed to do so. 

 
Staggered Riding    
The lead motorcycle (LRC) should be in the right front 1/3 lane, the    
second motorcycle in the left 1/3 lane, and so on. Each rider should 
leave enough room for the motorcycle in front of them to make a left or 
right manoeuvre without danger of hitting the next motorcycle in line. 
Typically, you should leave a minimum of about 3 seconds between you 
and the next rider in your (1/3) lane another way of stating this is that 
you should have at least a 3 second interval between you and the next 
bike directly in front of you, and at least one and a half second interval 
between you and the bike to your left or right front. This time or          
distance interval is of course adjusted for speed and wet conditions. 
 
 Stay in line with the bike in front of you, and do not switch          

between left and right side of the lane, rather, pull past the        
motorcycle to your font left or right. The objective is to keep as 
tight a group as possible and yet have enough separation to allow 
for required safe manoeuvring room. 

 If the road is narrow or the group is passing numerous objects i.e., 
cyclists, then you may be required to ride in single file the rider in 
front will pass a signal back from the front LRC by holding one    
finger up at this point the pack should gently move to a single file. 

  

Passing Other Vehicles   
 Pre-position yourself for the pass by being far enough behind the 

vehicle you are going to pass to be able to see clearly down the road for an “oncoming 
traffic check”. Signal, mirror check, and then a head check of your blind spot, so make sure 
no one is passing you. Accelerate and change lanes, (remember that legally you are not sup-
posed to exceed the speed limit). 

 When returning to your lane, make a mirror check and a head check, to be sure that there is 
sufficient space between you and the vehicle that you are passing, and anyone else that is 
also making a pass, before you move. Resume your lane riding position.  

 No more than one motorcycle should pass at the same time. Otherwise, the first rider over-
takes, but there is not enough room for the second and they are unable to safely pull back 
in. Not a nice position to be in! 

 When Being Passed – Allow other vehicles to pass you safely if need be by slowing down and 
creating a gap so that they can pass the whole group in segments, rather than trying to 
make it all at one jump. Remember to keep checking your mirrors. 
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Watch Your Speed – Using the Buddy System 
Never ride beyond your own riding capability and never ride in excess of the speed limits. The 
Lead Rider will ride within the speed limits. If you find yourself left behind due to traffic           
conditions, traffic lights, etc, do not panic and use excessive speed to catch up. There is a system 
in use that helps prevent the ride-out group from fragmenting.  
This is known as the Buddy System. Each rider uses their mirrors on a regular interval and part of 
their observation is to make sure they can see the rider behind them. Should a rider see the    
person behind fall back substantially, then he or she should slow down. This has the effect of 
slowing down the whole ride-out until the Lead Rider notices that the ride-out has fallen back. 
The Lead Rider will then slow down or occasionally pull over and wait for the rest of the ride-out 
to re-group. 
This method can also be used in conjunction with the Second Man Drop Off system as a way of  
keeping the group together rather than allow it to become spread out.  This technique also    
forces riders to regularly check their mirrors.  
 

Second Man drop off. 
There is also a system known as second man drop off which can be employed to highlight the route. It is 
only used where the direction the ride is following is NOT straight on at a junction. 
 The lead rider will point to where he would like you to pull safely over, remember to stay on your bike 
and with the engine running , this stop could be just before he makes a direction change or just the other 
side of the junction. The idea is for you to point to the direction that the ride has taken and you should 
wait till you see the Tail End Rider he should have been pointed put to you in the ride brief, he will try to 
provide a gap for you to re join the group but if that is not possible you should join behind him and wait to 
be beaconed to overtake.  
You should re join the pack on what ever side is opposite to the rider in front.  
 
If the ride calls for a number of direction changes and many drop offs then expect to progress forward in 
the group till you get to the front again, if the ride is going straight ahead then the Lead Rider might not 
ask for a drop off, he will also use the cycle of traffic lights to allow the group to bunch up again .  
Second Man Drop Off will generally not be used when joining or leaving a Motorway as it is not legal to 
stop on a slip road unless you have broken down instead the Lead Rider will slow down allowing to group 
to bunch up and then follow the exit as one.  
 
Road Captains will always wear a High Vis Vest  usually badged to say Road Captain on the back so you 
know who they are. 
 
Please Remember ……  
 You are in charge of your Motorcycle nobody else 
 Use your mirrors at all times and think about your fellow riders 
 Never ride without at least one had on the bars   
 Do Not deploy Highway Pegs unless you are on a long stretch of road and not likely to need to stop 

or brake  The Highway code says that you must be in control of your bike at all times and able to 
apply brakes and change gear. 
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You are always responsible for your own safety NEVER do anything that you feel  
uncomfortable doing, if you are asked to then tell the LRC or another Road Captain 
that you do not feel safe doing that. You should never feel unsafe. 
 
To Ride and Have Fun is the reason for everything we do.  
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W A T F O R D  H A R L E Y - D A V I D S O N
®  

Trade City, 

Thomas Sawyer Way, 

Watford  

WD18 0GS  

Call 01923 - 940646 

Why not be part of this amazing    

adventure ? The baton and the Pan 

America bike that has carried it all 

over Europe will be making its way 

from Warrs Harley-Davidson to 

Watford Harley-Davidson on Friday 

6th of August. 

III Rivers UK Chapter has the task of 

taking the bikes and the Baton on 

the next leg of its journey to Newmarket.  

The ride Will leave Watford H-D no later that 3pm and one of our members will be 

riding the Pan America, if you would like to be that person then please pledge a  

donation to our charity by sending a email to director@iiirivershogchapter.co.uk 

with your bid amount and it Could Be You !  

For those who just want to be part of the fun meet at the dealership from mid day 

onwards ready to welcome the members of Chelsea & Fulham Chapter as they ride 

in. there is a chance to buy some exclusive patches for the occasion on the day too.  

THE GREAT UNITY RELAY RIDE 21 
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MOTORCYCLING BURNS BETWEEN 170 AND 600 CALORIES PER HOUR 

Not only do you burn calories riding a motorcycle, but each ride can also give the majority of your muscles a 
workout. Proof, if any more were needed, that you are much better off going for a ride than wasting an hour down 
the gym. 

If you have ever spent all day on the bike you’ll have noticed you are way more tired than when you set off, yet sup-
posedly you have spent the entire time just sitting on your backside. The reason for this is that, simply by riding a    
motorbike, you’ll have been burning off calories at a fairly decent rate. At rest, doing nothing more taxing than 
pointing the remote at the TV, the body wades through 68 calories an hour. Switch to an hour on a motorcycle and an 
11st (70kg) rider will get through at least 170 calories in the same time. 

How does this happen?  

Even on the daily commute, you are using many more muscle groups than you might think. As you maintain the bike’s 
balance you’ll be using not just your arms but also, sometimes without even thinking about it, your legs, hips and    
lower back muscles, and your whole upper body as you counterbalance the bike’s weight. 
 
Your head, the heaviest part of the body on an average sized person, will also be moving around a lot as you             
constantly observe the road and look out for hazards. This all takes energy and even fairly minimal movements, such 
as operating brake and clutch levers, all add up. 

In more arduous situations like on a track or engaging in off-road pursuits, you will be using the lower half of your body 
constantly as you use your legs to transfer the bias of the bike into and out of corners or lifting your body weight to 
counteract changes in terrain height. In these cases, a motorcyclist can be using around 400 calories per hour on track, 
explaining why, even after a just a standard 15-20 minute track day session, many riders come into the pits feeling like 
they’ve run a mini-marathon. An aggressive off-road ride or motocross race could be consuming as many as 600      
calories per hour, based on the calorie calculations of similarly strenuous activities, like vigorous swimming or an in-
tense gym session, that also use the majority of the body’s muscles. 

Getting on the dirt can seriously burn up the calories 
But you don’t need to be going to extremes at Silverstone or on a motocross track to burn energy. Just counteracting 
the wind buffeting in the fast lane of a motorway can give your upper body a fairly decent workout. Think about how 
your shoulders can often ache after riding at speed for any length of time. 
Another factor is weight. Heavy bikes and heavy gear such as full leathers with armour need more effort. Likewise, the 
heavy clutch lever offers more resistance than a lighter action and therefore uses more calories. Certainly more than 
using the remote to change channels vegging in front of the TV. 

Contrary to what many people believe, the heightened concentration levels a biker needs don’t require that much 
energy. Although your brain consumes between 10-20% of the calories your body uses at rest, the act of being more 
alert – actually using your brain more than the average car driver – doesn’t take that much more effort. While the 
brain does consume more calories while concentrating, the increase is minimal. 

Every motorcyclist knows a ride will make them feel great. Now we know that going for a blat could be as beneficial as 
spending an hour down the gym. And way more fun too. This is why it is particularly important that we keep our      
energy levels up and I cannot stress enough the necessity of a Full English, a cake and at least one ice cream on every 

ride out to counteract the weight loss during the ride .    Graham Cross 

Ride Yourself Thin - Yes the Harley-Davidson Diet  


